Thank You Notes from Administrators
Thank you postdocs for your service to your IC, your peers, and the community at large. I am
blown away by the scientific and professional development you foster via your service on
various NIH boards and committees. Keep up the good work and continue to inspire those
around you! ~ Ann Maxson, NCI
Science can only move forward if catalyzed by the questioning nature of its post docs, ~ anon,
NINDS
Dear Post Docs,
As one of the Career Counselors and Premed / Preprofessional advisors for trainees at NIH,
want to THANK YOU for investing part of your time to mentor and train postbacs, graduate
students, and other trainees . The time and effort that you make really helps them to learn first
- hand (like an internship) how to be scientists and researchers and clarify their career goals. I
APPRECIATE YOU. ~ John Taborn PhD, OD
Thanks to our fabulous cohort of postdocs that are managing the unexpected challenges of the
day with dedication and resilience! We take great pride in your effort and your
accomplishments under these difficult circumstances. Thank you! ~ Michael Krause, NIDDK
NIDDK Postdocs are stars! ~ NIDDK Fellowship Office, NIDDK
Thank you to the Visiting Fellows Subcommittee of FelCom for making the NIH a more
welcoming place for international fellows by bringing them together to build community and
explore the DC area, helping them to keep in touch with their home countries, and introducing
them to career opportunities around the world. ~ Pat Sokolove, Deputy Director, OITE, OD
On behalf of the Health Communication and Informatics Research Branch, we are extremely
grateful for the opportunity to work with and learn from our postdoctoral trainees. It's an
honor and privilege to mentor postdocs within DCCPS and they continue to make us proud as
they embark on their professional careers post-NCI. ~ Robin C. Vanderpool, NCI
Thank you for being so amazing! You are hard working, do creative research, solve problems all
day, and teach students to love science. You rock! Special shout out to all you mentor awardees
- our summer programs wouldn't work without you! ~ Ulli Klenke, OD
Thank you for putting in the hard work day-in and day-out to advance science. What you do is
so important, and scientific advancement would come to a grinding halt without you and your
dedication. Thank you also for your hard work as mentors and teachers. Special shout out to
those who have helped with Postbac Poster Day! ~ Virginia Meyer, OD

